2020 Research Symposium

SCHEDULE

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9

2:00p  Student Poster Session
2:45p  Dean's Welcome – Chimay Anumba
2:50p  Introduction of Keynote Speaker – Kristin Larsen
3:00p  Keynote Speaker - Victor Dover, FAICP, CNU Fellow, LEED®
       Next Generation, Car-Optional Communities
4:00p  Announcing Student Research Awards & Finalists – Chimay Anumba

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10

9:00a  Welcome – Margaret Portillo
9:10a  Innovations Spotlight - Cody Parkinson’s Project: Co-Designing in Action
       feat. Sherry Ahrentzen, Ravi Srinivasan, Shabboo Valipoor
9:20a  10 New Voices: Share-A-Study Faculty Lightning Round  Hassan
       Azad, Seungbeom Kang, Yi Luo, Vernelle A. A. Noel, Aladdin Alwisy,
       Lisa Platt, Emre Tepe, Hal Knowles, Alpa Nawre & Idris Jeelani
10:20a Refresh & Refill
10:30a Rising Voices: Identity, Justice & Placemaking in Gainesville & Around
       the Globe Jason von Meding, Donna Cohen & Laura Dedenbach
11:20a Innovation Spotlight - Creative Scholarship in Action feat.Lee-Su Huang
11:30a Refresh & Refocus
11:50a Reshaping Realities: AI & Emerging Technologies in Research: Ian Flood,
       Zhong-Ren Peng, Ravi Srinivasan, Tim Murtha
11:45a Innovation Spotlight - AI in Studio: Student Designers in Action feat.
       Jason Meneely
12:55p Moving Forward